Privilege or procedure: Evaluating the effect of employee status on intent to comply with socially interactive information security threats and controls
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ABSTRACT
Existing information security literature does not account for an employee’s status (hierarchical relationship (rank order) among employees) within the organizational chain of command when theorizing about his/her information security policy compliance behaviors and behavioral intentions. We argue that this is a potentially important theoretical gap specifically concerning socially interactive threats and controls within hierarchical organizations, because an individual’s status within these types of social structures impacts his/her capacity to control another person’s resources, behaviors, and outcomes. In this paper, we investigate the main and moderating effect of an employee’s status within the organizational hierarchy on an individual’s perceived behavioral control related to interactive security threats and controls, specifically tailgating (i.e., the act of gaining access to a restricted area by following someone who has legitimate access). In a survey of Department of Defense employees, we find that the effect of status on perceived behavioral control over tailgating behaviors is positive for employees who report average and above average levels of controllability of coworkers but negative for employees who report below average levels of controllability of coworkers. Our paper has both theoretical and practical value for socially interactive security behaviors within hierarchical organizations with respected levels of command and control.

1. Introduction

Threats to an organization’s information resources may result from external actors, malicious insiders attempting to defraud the company, or non-malicious insiders who unknowingly and unintentionally put the firm at risk (Warkentin and Willison, 2009). One ubiquitous threat that may involve social interactions among all of these types of actors is tailgating, which is the act of gaining access to a restricted area by piggybacking someone who has legitimate access (Myrty et al., 2009). In a 2014 survey of information security executives, 71% of the respondents indicated that their organizations were vulnerable to a security breach from tailgating (Ritchey, 2015). Physical access controls, including security guards, are effective in partially mitigating the tailgating threat, but these controls do not negate the human threats associated with exhibiting common courtesy (Jensen, 2011). This may be the case because tailgating is as much of a behavioral problem as it is a physical security problem (Greenlees, 2009).
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Interestingly, tailgating requires employees to control their own behaviors in addition to the behaviors of others in order to mitigate the tailgating threat (Jensen, 2011; Pellet, 2006; Ritchey, 2015). Controlling the behaviors of others involves social interactions, which require employees to either verbally or non-verbally communicate with others. It is not possible for an employee to be fully in compliance with typical tailgating information security policies (ISPs) without interfacing with others, because a portion of being in compliance requires observing and enforcing the rules on others, a fact that can be exploited using proven social engineering techniques (Greenlees, 2009; Workman, 2007). The social dynamics of interactions between employees will inevitably vary from company to company due to different organizational structures, cultures, rules, and regulations (Goffee and Scase, 2015; Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005; Schein, 2010). For instance, different types of organizational structures (i.e., traditional hierarchies, flat, flatarchies, holocratic, and networked) may enable or constrain different types of social interactions due, in part, to the presence or absence of respected social hierarchies (Morgan, 2014; Ravlin and Thomas, 2005; Simpson et al., 2012).

Specifically within hierarchical organizations with respected command and control structures, the status (hierarchical relationship [rank order] among employees) of the individuals involved in the interaction may influence the social dynamics of the encounter (Bunderson et al., 2016; Greer and Van Kleef, 2010; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015). For example, in a hierarchical law firm it is probably much easier for a Sr. Partner (high-status employee) relative to a Jr. Associate (low-status employee) to speak up and stop a coworker of any status from tailgating due to the behavioral constraints typically placed on low-status employees. In these types of organizations, an employee’s status impacts his/her capacity to control another person’s resources, behaviors, and outcomes (Bunderson et al., 2016; Greer and Van Kleef, 2010).

While existing ISP compliance literature has investigated a wide variety of organizational structures (from flat to hierarchical), none of the reported empirical findings accounts for an employee’s status when theorizing about an employee’s compliance behaviors and behavioral intentions. We argue that this is an important gap in the ISP compliance literature particularly related to socially interactive threats and controls such as tailgating within hierarchical organizations with respected levels of command and control, because status inequalities within these types of organizations impact the dynamics of social interactions (Simpson et al., 2012; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015). The purpose of our paper is to investigate how an employee’s status within an organizational hierarchy impacts his/her control over ISP compliance intentions related to socially interactive security threats and controls, specifically tailgating.

In order to do this, we used the theory of planned behavior (TPB) as our theoretical foundation. We used the TPB because this theory has been used extensively in the information security literature but without the inclusion of an employee’s status within the organization in any of the traditional TPB paths (Bulgurcu et al., 2010; Dinev and Hu, 2007; Hu et al., 2011; Safa et al., 2015; Siponen et al., 2014; Wynn et al., 2012). Using this theory allows us to determine the incremental impact that status has above and beyond the common factors that have previously been found to impact controllability and compliance intentions. To empirically test the impact of status within the TPB, we surveyed Department of Defense (DoD) employees. Our survey data indicated that an employee’s status within the hierarchical DoD had both a direct and moderating impact on his/her perceived behavioral control over compliance behavioral intentions regarding tailgating policies and procedures.

### 2. ISP compliance

Tailgating typically falls under the physical access controls (i.e., controlling the flow of people to authorized areas) section of an organization’s ISP (ISO, 2013). There are physical and technical solutions meant to reduce or obviate tailgating, ranging from tailgate sensors to mantraps to biometric devices. However, such technologies can be prohibitively expensive and sometimes physically difficult or impossible to implement properly given physical, legal (owning versus leasing office space), and monetary constraints. For example, the Federal agency responsible for providing adequate information security for all U.S. federal agencies found that physical access control systems deployed in most federal buildings “may offer little or no authentication assurance, because the issued ID cards are easily cloned or counterfeited” (MacGregor et al., 2008). These control system weaknesses have led to compromises of sensitive information resources at private organizations and government facilities (Harwood, 2010) and have resulted in an increased emphasis on employees to prevent unauthorized physical access (Pellet, 2006).

While much of the behavioral ISP compliance literature investigates general ISP compliance across an undefined range of security threats and behaviors, numerous studies explore specific types of security threats (see Table 1). The threats identified in Table 1 are primarily focused on security behaviors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 – ISP compliance security threats.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failing to log off work PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper anti-malware software use and maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper data storage on USB drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inappropriate data sharing and/or manipulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation and use of unauthorized software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor password management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe and/or inappropriate email practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of insecure public wireless networks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that are self-driven where it is largely up to the employee to comply (or not) with the related policy. For example, employee compliance with proper password management policies (i.e., not reusing passwords on multiple accounts, not posting passwords in the open, not sharing passwords, and so on) depends on the individual taking the correct actions per policy requirements beyond that which is automated or enforced by the corporate network. Employee password management requires minimal to no social interaction with colleagues, which means that it is not a reasonable ISP expectation for employees to take responsibility for other people complying with these types of password policies.

Therefore, existing ISP compliance literature does not necessarily make any predictions concerning what would happen to compliance behaviors and intentions regarding security threats and controls that require an employee to interact with a coworker (Furnell and Clarke, 2012; Furnell and Rajendran, 2012). For example, it is difficult to argue that the antecedents to controllability and behavioral intentions related to logging off a work machine would be the same as an employee speaking up and attempting to stop another employee from entering a secure area without the proper credentials. In order to comply with typical tailgating (or physical access) ISPs, employees must control their own behaviors in addition to controlling the behaviors of others (Greenlees, 2009; Ritchey, 2015), which makes the generalizability of the studies displayed in Table 1 to socially interactive threats and controls such as tailgating potentially problematic.

Existing research has relied on a number of theories such as general deterrence theory, protection motivation theory, and the theory of reasoned action, and rational choice theory in order to explain an employee’s ISP compliance intentions (Aurigemma, 2013; Crossler et al., 2013). Similar to the threats investigated in the prior literature, these theories focus on explaining ISP compliance behavioral variability within organizations via self-driven motivators, competencies, attitudes, cost–benefits, and so on. This focus may be appropriate for certain types of threats, but we contend that social interactions with others such as enforcing an ISP on a coworker or a stranger introduces a social dynamic that may be, at least partially, out of an individual’s self-control.

Organizations come in many different shapes, structures, and sizes with varying norms and cultures (Coffee and Sasse, 2015; Morgan, 2014; Schein, 2010). Certain organizations may develop formal command and control structures that are highly respected by employees whereas other organizations may be flatter with minimal formal reporting structures (Morgan, 2014). Therefore, the types and dynamics of social interactions along with the communication norms may vary somewhat significantly from organization to organization (Bunderson et al., 2016; Ravlin and Thomas, 2005). For instance, in certain hierarchical banks the normative behavior for Jr. analysts may be to not speak up and question executive vice presidents or managing directors, but this may not be the case in other types of banks with different structures, cultures, and norms. Furthermore, not all hierarchical organizations have the same respect for authority (power distance) concerning the command and control structure, which would impact social interaction patterns between employees (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005; Ravlin and Thomas, 2005; Schein, 2010). It would also not be reasonable to predict that social interactions within, say, a Law firm would be similar to those within a Silicon Valley startup company due to a plethora of contextual differences between those types of organizations. Furthermore, different organizations can develop varying information security cultures (Ruighaver et al., 2007) based upon the management beliefs and characteristics of the organization (Detert et al., 2000).

Yet, the ISP compliance literature has largely not theorized about these organizational differences in terms of their impact on compliance behaviors, particularly those related to socially interactive threats and controls such as tailgating. This stream of literature often assumes, without empirically validating, that there are not any structural enablers or inhibitors to ISP directed behaviors within and/or between organizations (Dhillon et al., 2016; Ramachandran et al., 2013; Ruighaver et al., 2007). One such structural factor that has not been considered is an employee’s status in the organizational hierarchy. We propose that this is an important omission particularly in hierarchical organizations with respected levels of command and control, because the employee’s status within the hierarchy relative to other employees makes it easier or more difficult to control the behaviors of others (Klein et al., 2006; Sauder et al., 2012; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015).

### 2.1. Theory of planned behavior (TPB)

The TPB proposes that individuals are generally rational in terms of their choices and behaviors, which means that their choices and behaviors are governed (at least in part) by their intentions (Ajzen, 1991). More specifically, the TPB predicts that individual choices and behaviors are determined by personal attitudes (state of mind), social pressure from others (subjective norms), and a sense of control (perceived behavioral control) (Ajzen, 1991) (see Fig. 1). The TPB has been extensively used in the behavioral information security literature (Bulgurcu et al., 2010; Dinev and Hu, 2007; Guo et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2011; Ifinedo, 2014; Karahanna et al., 1999; Pahnila et al., 2007; Peace et al., 2003; Siponen et al., 2014; Wynn et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2009), but without the inclusion of an employee’s status within the organization in any of the traditional TPB paths. The status literature, however, strongly suggests that an employee’s status particularly within hierarchical organizations with respected command and control structures might impact how much control an individual has over a set of behaviors (Jasso, 2001; Kelmer et al., 2003; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015), which is not captured explicitly in any TPB construct.

As with any theory that attempts to model human behavior across a variety of activities, environmental contexts, and conditions, the TPB has limitations leading to reasonable criticisms. For example, the TPB’s assertion that humans are generally rational in their behavioral decision-making is frequently criticized as ignoring affective, cognitive, and asserted other biases that impact human judgments and behaviors (McEachan et al., 2011). Ajzen (2011), however, concludes that many of these confounding factors (biases) are antecedents of or are included in the definition of the primary TPB constructs. Furthermore, the TPB is appropriate for our study because it primarily focuses on goal directed behaviors steered by conscious self-regulatory processes. Additionally, the TPB
Fig. 1 – Theory of planned behavior (Ajzen, 1991).

Perceived behavioral control exists to accommodate the potential for any behavior, no matter how common or mundane, to have obstacles impeding a person’s perceived ability to perform the behavior (Ajzen, 2002). A person with a higher perceived behavioral control denotes a belief that they have the capability to perform a required action in the face of reasonable obstacles and/or facilitating conditions. In order to more deeply explore the dimensions of perceived behavioral control, we are following the guidance of Taylor and Todd (1995) and Dinev and Hu (2007) by decomposing perceived behavioral control into a multi-dimensional construct. The decomposed perceived behavioral control construct is composed of two components with their own distinctive measures: (1) self-efficacy and (2) perceived controllability.

Self-efficacy is a central tenet of social cognitive theory and represents an employee’s belief that he/she is capable of performing a specific behavior, which means higher self-efficacy results in greater effort to persist in the face of obstacles (Bandura, 1997). Whereas self-efficacy represents an individual’s perceived ease or difficulty of performing a behavior, perceived controllability addresses beliefs about the extent to which performing the behavior is up to them to carry out (Ajzen, 1991). From an ISP compliance perspective, the distinction between self-efficacy and perceived controllability is clear. For example, an employee’s self-efficacy about using strong passwords may be very high because they feel very capable of following guidelines to generate them in their own work setting. Yet, they may exhibit weak control-related beliefs if they are required to ensure that subordinates (for instance) create strong passwords, because they obviously are not directly involved in coworker password creation.

While extensive empirical research indicates self-efficacy and controllability are distinct constructs (Ajzen, 2002), there are clear similarities between the conceptual definitions of self-efficacy and perceived behavioral control. These similarities have led some researchers to use them interchangeably within the ISP behavioral compliance field (D’Arcy et al., 2009; Herath and Rao, 2009b; Ifinedo, 2012) and in other disciplines (Fishbein and Cappella, 2006; Fishbein and Yzer, 2003; Yi and Hwang, 2003). To justify this substitution, self-efficacy either must account for control-related items in its operational definition, thereby effectively mimicking the definition of perceived behavioral control as a unitary construct or the behavioral context must minimize the need to account for potential control-related obstacles.

One factor that has not been considered as a potential predictor of the deconstructed perceived behavioral control construct is an employee’s status within the organization. Particularly within hierarchical organizations with respected levels of command and control, an employee’s status (from entry level staff to CEO) may be a structural impediment or facilitator in terms of how much or how little perceived behavioral control he/she has over a given action (Sauder et al., 2012; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015). An entry-level analyst (low-status employee), for instance, may have high self-efficacy and high perceived controllability but still have low perceived behavioral control over performing an interactive ISP behavior simply due to the entry-level analyst’s low position in the organiza-
tional hierarchy. Hierarchical organizations have social inequalities among employees, meaning certain individuals are in more or less advantageous social positions relative to others (DiPrete and Eirich, 2006; Gould, 2002). For instance, in these types of organizations an administrative assistant will logically have less perceived behavioral control over interactive threats and controls relative to a Sr. Vice President. This is the case because an individual’s status within a hierarchy provides more or less behavioral constraints (Jasso, 2001; Keltner et al., 2003; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015), which is independent of the employee’s self-efficacy and controllability of coworkers.

2.3. Status

Status is a construct that has broad applicability to a variety of social situations and managerial problems due to the high prevalence of social inequalities across industries and organizations (Bunderson et al., 2016; Magee and Galinsky, 2008; Piazza and Castellucci, 2014). Generally, the literature defines status in one of two ways: (1) a social rank ordering of actors or (2) economic class distinctions between different groups (Berger et al., 1977; Piazza and Castellucci, 2014; Washington and Zajac, 2005). In our paper, we follow the rank order literature (Wejnert, 2002) by defining status as the “prominence of an actor’s relative position within a population of actors” (p. 304). In this manner, status refers to a hierarchical relationship among individuals within a particular social setting (Bunderson et al., 2016; Piazza and Castellucci, 2014) whereby those actors in high-status positions are awarded benefits and behavioral liberties not typically available to those actors in low-status positions (DiPrete and Eirich, 2006; Gould, 2002).

Organizational hierarchies may be more prevalent in larger organizations relative to smaller organizations due to the coordination problems associated with managing larger organizations (Goffee and Scase, 2015; Morgan, 2014). Google, for instance, may have started out as a flat (non-hierarchical) organization but as it grew it morphed into a hierarchical organization in order to efficiently and effectively manage its much larger workforce. However, a small organization can also have a distinctive chain of command and hierarchical structure (Lazerson, 1988). For example, a small university of 50 faculty members may certainly have a well-defined rank structure and a respected chain of command. This is also evident in small law firms where a small law firm has clear delineations between and within partnership and associate status levels. Irrespective of the size of the organization, an individual’s status within an organizational hierarchy has been found to lead to greater (or less) access to resources, more (or less) organizational power and influence, and an increased (or decreased) capacity to communicate with others (Bunderson et al., 2016; Gould, 2002; Martin, 2009; Sauder et al., 2012).

On the surface it may be logical to conclude that status and self-efficacy or status and controllability will always be highly correlated in the context of information security compliance behaviors associated with interactive threats and controls (i.e., higher status will always lead to greater controllability or greater self-efficacy over ISP directed behaviors). However, this may not be the case. For example, employees typically increase their self-efficacy related to their job tasks when promoted, but job task self-efficacy and information security related self-efficacy are distinct. The newly promoted high-status employee may still have minimal self-confidence in his/her ability to control coworkers related to information security policies, but the new rank may be a structural enabler even without any increased self-efficacy or perceived controllability. Furthermore, a high-status manager who manages staff from all around the world may have increased control over colleagues and subordinates related to job-task deliverables, but may not necessarily have increased control over information security behaviors of colleagues. However, the high-status nature of the position may still impact the manager’s overall perceived behavioral control of their security behaviors due to the respected chain of command.

3. Research model and hypotheses

Before presenting our proposed research model, we need to note two important boundary conditions. First, we are predicting the impact of status primarily within hierarchical organizations with respected levels of command and control. In these types of organizations employees fully understand to whom they should defer and who should defer to them in the work environment based on formal reporting structures (Bunderson et al., 2016; Simpson et al., 2012). The applicability of our predictions to flatter organizations or to hierarchical organizations with limited respect for the chain of command is not explicitly covered by our research model. Second, we are specifically interested in ISP directed behaviors related to socially interactive threats and controls with a specific emphasis on tailgating. Non-socially interactive ISP directed behaviors are not covered by our research model. Fig. 2 displays our research model.

Having to enforce an ISP requirement on coworkers presents an obstacle that may impact an employee’s perceived behavioral control beyond that captured by the self-efficacy construct. For example, typical, physical control policies and procedures require employees to stop other employees who are tailgating and to report those activities to the proper authorities within the organization. This can be a daunting task even for those employees who are high in self-efficacy. Therefore, in this particular context, a decomposed perceived behavioral control construct should be a better indicator of behavioral intent to comply with the ISP relative to self-efficacy alone, because the self-efficacy construct does not capture beliefs about the extent to which performing the behavior is up to them to carry out (Ajzen, 1991).

Conceptualizing perceived behavioral control as a multi-dimensional construct results in treating self-efficacy as a contributing antecedent to the perceived behavior control construct. In this case, self-efficacy captures the belief of employees in their personal capacity to perform required security actions whereas perceived controllability addresses the beliefs of employees in their ability to overcome control-related obstacles in conducting a security-related behavior. One potential obstacle to comply with most ISPs is having to take action not only on oneself but also on others. If an employee feels as if he/she can generally control his/her coworkers coupled with high self-efficacy, then (given equal conditions) he/she will have
greater perceived behavioral control over socially interactive ISP behaviors. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:

**H1.** Higher self-efficacy is positively associated with an employee’s perceived behavioral control over performing socially interactive ISP behaviors, especially tailgating.

**H2.** Higher perceived controllability is positively associated with an employee’s perceived behavioral control over performing socially interactive ISP behaviors, especially tailgating.

**H3.** Higher perceived behavioral control is positively associated with an employee’s intention to follow socially interactive ISP behaviors, especially tailgating.

However, low-status employees may have a strong belief that they can perform an action (self-efficacy) and have a strong belief that they can generally control their colleagues (perceived controllability), but they may be structurally constrained due to their low-status in the organization. Conversely, a high-status Executive Vice President (EVP) may have low self-efficacy and low perceived controllability over his/her colleagues due to a lack of direct reporting responsibility, but may still have a moderate to high level of perceived behavioral control because he/she is in a position of authority within the company. The EVP may modify and influence the behaviors of others simply because he/she holds a high-status position in the company (Sauder et al., 2012; Yao and Moskowitz, 2015). For example, an EVP may be able to prevent tailgating simply by being present when other employees are entering a secure area irrespective of his/her self-efficacy and perceived controllability. An entry level staff member, on the other hand, does not have this structural authority due to his/her low-status (Piazza and Castellucci, 2014; Sauder et al., 2012). Therefore, the status of an employee within an organizational hierarchy impacts his/her perceived behavioral control, because the hierarchy and resulting social positioning of individuals relative to others imposes certain behavioral constraints on the individual (Gould, 2002; Martin, 2009; Sauder et al., 2012), which is independent of their ability to perform an action (self-efficacy) and their belief that they can generally control their colleagues (controllability). As such, we hypothesize the following:

**H4.** The higher the status of an employee within the organization, the higher the perceived behavioral control over abiding by the firm’s socially interactive ISP behaviors, especially tailgating.

As previously discussed, we expect perceived controllability of coworkers to have a positive effect on perceived behavioral control over socially interactive ISP-directed behaviors. However, we expect the status of the employee to amplify the effect of general controllability of coworkers for high-status employees and cancel the effect of general controllability of coworkers for low-status employees due to the behavioral constraints placed on low-status employees in these types of organizations. We theorize that although low-status employees may feel like they can generally control their coworkers (high perceived controllability), their low-status in the organization ultimately trumps this controllability because low-status employees typically display acts of deference to those in high-status positions in these types of organizations (Klein et al., 2006; Piazza and Castellucci, 2014; Simpson et al., 2012). Furthermore, it is difficult to display acts of deference when pointing out a mistake or a violation to the ISP. This may come across as disrespectful (as opposed to deferential) to the employee in the high-status position. We further predict that status will have much less of an effect on those employees who have a very low belief in their ability to generally control coworkers as we posit that a minimal amount of general controllability over coworkers is required in order to enforce an ISP violation on a colleague. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:

**H5a.** Effect of controllability on an employee’s perceived behavioral control over performing socially interactive ISP behaviors (especially tailgating) is moderated by the status of the employee.

A key tenet of self-efficacy is the idea that higher self-efficacy leads to more effort to persist in the face of obstacles encountered when performing a particular behavior (Bandura, 1997; Wynn et al., 2012). However, an employee’s social status...
may hinder this perceived ability to persist, because an individual’s status within a social structure impacts his/her capacity to control another person’s resources, behaviors, and outcomes (Bunderson et al., 2016; Greer and Van Kleef, 2010; Klein et al., 2006). This means that a low-status employee may have a high degree of confidence in his/her perceived ability to follow the ISP, but his/her low-status unfortunately may cancel out this confidence due to the structural constraints placed on the low-status employee. In certain hierarchical university settings with a respected chain of command, for example, an assistant professor may be very high in self-efficacy but feel that it is inappropriate for a low-status assistant professor to make note of a potential Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) violation by a full professor or to prevent a full professor from tailgating. The structure of typical US universities is such that the full professors (high-status employees) control the resources and the promotion decisions of the assistants (low-status employees), which may qualify the impact of self-efficacy on the perceived behavioral control of socially interactive ISP-directed behaviors. As such, the low-status may trump the effect of self-efficacy in these types of organizations. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:

H5b. Effect of self-efficacy on an employee’s perceived behavioral control over performing socially interactive ISP behaviors (especially tailgating) is moderated by the status of the employee.

4. Research design and methods

We collected our data using a survey administered to US DoD employees at multiple organizations, all of whom fell under the same overarching ISP guidance at the time of survey data collection. The DoD is an excellent organization to study employee ISP behavioral compliance intentions because of the presence of a codified set of ISPs, a robust security awareness and training program, and an organizational leadership that values the importance of protecting its expansive information resources. Additionally, the DoD is a hierarchical organization that has a very identifiable and respected status structure both within its military and civilian employees such that employees clearly recognize their status relative to other employees. Numerous DoD information security professionals, senior and middle managers, and employees participated in qualitative discovery and discussions regarding the information security challenges experienced at the individual and organizational level, which further supported the inclusion of status in the research model and the importance of the tailgating threat in this DoD context.

The DoD has very specific requirements for employees to follow in order to protect against the security concerns associated with tailgating. Per the ISP (at the time of the study) and associated training that all participants in this study completed (including successfully passing an assessment on these ISP requirements), DoD personnel are required to perform the following actions in order to combat tailgating: (1) use ONLY (emphasis included) your own security badge or key code; (2) never grant access for someone else; (3) maintain possession of your security badge at all times; (4) challenge people without proper badges; (5) be wary when people with visitor’s badges ask about other people’s office locations; and (6) report suspicious activity. The above security actions not only direct an employee to not tailgate themselves, but explicitly require that each employee interact with others by observing and challenging others, denying access, and reporting suspicious activity. Therefore, intending to comply with the DoD’s tailgating ISPs means an employee intends to comply with all of those elements of the ISP.

After approval by authorized DoD and University Institutional Review Boards, primary data collection was done via an online survey instrument. The participants also had the option to complete the survey in paper form. The survey was designed and administered using best practices outlined by Dillman et al. (2014) such as instruction wording, question order, participant follow-up, and so on. The survey instrument was piloted twice, first with a group of three DoD security management practitioners at different organizations and then with 20 DoD personnel and academics. Each round of reviews focused on question clarity and removing ambiguities, resulting in minor changes to the organization, structure, and content of the survey instrument. A total of 1380 DoD employees were provided the opportunity to participate in the final survey. Per DoD guidelines, individual survey participation was voluntary and responses were anonymous. A total of 317 responses were collected, representing a 23% response rate. After eliminating incomplete surveys, 239 usable surveys were available for analysis.

The measures used to define the latent constructs were adapted from pre-validated (reflective) scales taken from previous ISP-compliance or TPB-related research and we further validated the line items in our pilot studies (see Table 2). All items, except status, were measured reflectively using 7-point Likert scales ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree. As discussed earlier, we followed the guidance of Taylor and Todd (1995) and Dinev and Hu (2007) by operationalizing perceived behavioral control as a separate construct that mediates the effect of self-efficacy and perceived controllability on behavioral intent. This operationalization of perceived behavioral control not only allows us to better explore the potential impact of status, but it also addresses the statistical concerns with modeling formative constructs in covariance-based structural equation models (CBSEM) (Chin, 1998; Petter et al., 2007), which was the primary analysis technique used in our paper.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Survey question/item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>STD</th>
<th>Back-transformed Mean</th>
<th>STD</th>
<th>Factor loading</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral intent (BINT)</td>
<td>I intend to comply with the tailgating requirements of the ISP of my organization in the future.</td>
<td>BINT1</td>
<td>6.657</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>5.687</td>
<td>1.472</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>Ajzen (1991), Bulgurcu et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I intend to protect information and technology resources according to the tailgating.</td>
<td>BINT2</td>
<td>6.661</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>5.707</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>0.944</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I intend to carry out my tailgating responsibilities prescribed in the ISP of my organization when I use information and technology in the future.</td>
<td>BINT3</td>
<td>6.661</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>5.681</td>
<td>1.482</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norms (NORM)</td>
<td>My peers/colleagues think that I should comply with the tailgating requirements of the ISP.</td>
<td>SNFP</td>
<td>6.414</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>5.502</td>
<td>1.565</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>Taylor and Todd (1995), Karahanna et al. (1999), Herath and Rao (2009a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My executives think that I should comply with the tailgating requirements of the ISP.</td>
<td>SNFE</td>
<td>6.657</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td>5.699</td>
<td>1.460</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My subordinates (or those junior to me) think that I should comply with the tailgating requirements of the ISP.</td>
<td>SNFS</td>
<td>6.293</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>5.367</td>
<td>1.619</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (SEFF)</td>
<td>I have the necessary skills to fulfill the tailgating requirements of the ISP.</td>
<td>SE1</td>
<td>6.515</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>5.650</td>
<td>1.470</td>
<td>0.926</td>
<td>Bandura (1997), Herath and Rao (2009a), Peace et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I have the necessary knowledge to fulfill the tailgating requirements of the ISP.</td>
<td>SE2</td>
<td>6.473</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>5.639</td>
<td>1.462</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I have the necessary competencies to fulfill the tailgating requirements of the ISP.</td>
<td>SE3</td>
<td>6.523</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>5.654</td>
<td>1.457</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived behavioral control (PBC)</td>
<td>I would be able to follow the ISP for tailgating threats.</td>
<td>PBC1</td>
<td>6.381</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>5.629</td>
<td>1.482</td>
<td>0.845</td>
<td>Taylor and Todd (1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Following the ISP for tailgating threats is entirely within my control.</td>
<td>PBC2</td>
<td>6.297</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>5.540</td>
<td>1.593</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I have the resources and knowledge and ability to follow the ISP for tailgating threats.</td>
<td>PBC3</td>
<td>6.347</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>5.564</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude (ATT)</td>
<td>Adopting ISP-related security technologies and practices is important for protecting against tailgating threats.</td>
<td>ATT1</td>
<td>6.594</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>5.649</td>
<td>1.487</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>Herath and Rao (2009a), Peace et al. (2003), Riemenschneider et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adopting ISP-related security technologies and practices is beneficial for protecting against tailgating threats.</td>
<td>ATT2</td>
<td>6.607</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>5.642</td>
<td>1.491</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adopting ISP-related security technologies and practices is helpful for protecting against tailgating threats.</td>
<td>ATT3</td>
<td>6.619</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>5.653</td>
<td>1.486</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controllability (CONT)</td>
<td>Enforcing specific guidance and actions directed in the ISP on your coworkers is within your control.</td>
<td>CONT1</td>
<td>5.874</td>
<td>1.123</td>
<td>5.117</td>
<td>1.629</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>Sparks et al. (1992), Ajzen (2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It’s mostly up to me to follow the guidance and actions directed in the ISP when I am required to enforce specific ISP policies on my coworkers.</td>
<td>CONT2</td>
<td>5.565</td>
<td>1.333</td>
<td>4.881</td>
<td>1.696</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Due to excessive skewness and kurtosis of latent variable measurement items, we used log (base 10) transformations for all latent variables, which reduced their skew and kurtosis to acceptable values (Kline, 2011; Ping, 1996). However, we did compare the model results for all of the reported models evaluated in this study using both transformed and non-transformed variable items. The results using non-transformed variable items showed similar effect sizes (given the scale differences), directionality, and significance levels, although model fit while using transformed variables was slightly better, which could be expected after the dataset distribution was normalized by the log (base 10) transformations. Finally, all data were successfully screened for issues that may jeopardize the results, such as outliers, multi-collinearity, and non-normality (Byrne, 2001; Kline, 2011).

Status, the only manifest variable in the model, was represented by a single variable representing military and civilian rank/status on an escalating scale of 1–3 based upon the Geneva Convention and DoD Instruction 1000.01 (change 1, dated June 9, 2014) standards. This resulted in the following ranks: 1 = Non-Commissioned Officer Equivalent (E1-E9 and GS1-GS6), 2 = Company Grade Officer Equivalent (O1-O4 and GS 7–11), and 3 = Field Grade Officer Equivalent (O5 and above and GS 12 and above), where “E” represents enlisted, “O” represents officers, and “GS” represents the general schedule civilian rank. Finally, we mean centered all variables in the perceived behavioral control path (self-efficacy, controllability, and status) in order to facilitate the testing and interpretation of the hypothesized interaction effects, which is consistent with the recommendation of Kline (2011).

To control for potentially confounding factors, we controlled for gender (female/male), general computer knowledge (7-point Likert scale from Very Low to Very High), and primary work function of the respondent (administrative, intelligence, operations, logistics, C4 (command, control, communications, and computers), and command staff element). The gender variable controls for the possibility that it might be easier for males to control the actions of coworkers relative to females regarding socially interactive threats and controls. The general computer knowledge variable accounts for the possibility that employees who are more computer literate (in general) might have greater awareness of general information security threats including tailgating relative to individuals who have minimal computer knowledge, which could increase or decrease ISP compliance intentions across a broad spectrum of threats and controls including (but not limited to) tailgating. The work function variable controls for different contexts. Certain work functions such as intelligence might place greater importance on the tailgating threat than a logistics or event coordinator job function due to the nature of the different jobs. Furthermore, the negative impact of potential data breaches will certainly vary between job functions, so this may differentially impact an employee’s compliance intentions.

Two potential sources of biases may exist with our survey: (1) response bias and (2) status-based bias. First, in order to check for possible response and non-response biases, a series of ANOVAs (analyses of variance) were run (1) between groups that finished all sections of the survey and those that did not and (2) between groups that finished the survey before follow-up emails were sent and those that finished the survey after follow-up emails. Results of the ANOVAs showed no statistically significant differences between either sets of groups. Second, in order to ensure that there was not a status-based response bias (i.e., higher ranking survey participants might have a greater or less favorability response bias to report that they intend to follow ISP tailgating requirements) with our anonymous survey, we ran a series of ANOVAs comparing the three different status groups against their reported behavioral intentions to comply with the tailgating threat. Results of the ANOVAs showed no statistically significant differences between rank groupings and reported intention to comply. We also tested for a possible curvilinear relationship between status and the reported behavioral intentions to comply with the tailgating threat, because it is possible that middle-status employees have an increased likelihood of complying due to their unique position in the middle of the organizational hierarchy (Blau, 1960; Dittes and Kelley, 1956; Phillips and Zuckerman, 2001). This squared status term was not a significant predictor of tailgating behavioral intentions in our data.

Due to the nature of the data collection (cross-sectional data during the same time period collected via self-reported questionnaire), common method variance attributed to measurement method instead of the constructs of interest may bias the results (Podsakoff et al., 2003). Several steps were taken to mitigate and assess the potential of common method bias per the guidance in Gefen et al. (2011) and Podsakoff et al. (2003). The survey was administered online (189 responses) and paper-based (50 responses); participation was completely voluntary; respondents were assured anonymity; and the survey stated that there were no right or wrong answers so respondents could answer honestly. We also conducted post-hoc statistical analyses to assess the presence of common method bias. Item level t-test comparisons between online and paper responses indicated no significant differences. We further conducted a Harman’s one-factor test and confirmatory factor analysis to test the presence of common method effect. To do this, we entered all model variables into an exploratory factor analysis using principal-component analysis with varimax rotation and unrotated principal-component analysis, both of which revealed four distinct factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0, and the four factors together accounted for 82.8% of the total variance. The largest factor did not account for the majority of the variance (33.4%). Finally, we performed a confirmatory factor analysis loading all variable items on one factor, because a one-factor confirmatory factor analysis model that does not exhibit common method variance should not fit the data well (Van de Schoot et al., 2012). In our data, the one-factor confirmatory factor analysis model had very bad model fit ($\chi^2 = 1992.843$, $df = 119$, $\chi^2/df = 16.747$; CFI = 0.562; SRMR = .1658).
While the results of the above analyses do not completely negate the possibility of common method variance, they do suggest that it is not a major concern in these data.

5. Results

We tested our research model using covariance-based structural equation modeling (CBSEM) procedures. CBSEM is an appropriate method when testing explanatory relationships between latent constructs of a theoretically derived, a priori model (Raykov and Marcoulides, 2006), which is the case for our model. In order to determine whether our hypothesized model was the best fit for our data using CBSEM, we had to compare our proposed (hypothesized) model with several other alternative models. For instance, in order to determine if our data supported the use of the decomposed perceived behavioral control construct, we had to test models using the simpler self-efficacy proxy (used in previous ISP compliance literature) in order to compare model fit and the path coefficients (see Fig. 3 for a complete list of the comparative models).

CBSEM analysis consists of two parts: (1) a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) stage and (2) the structural model analysis (also known as path analysis) stage (Heck, 1998). The CFA stage assesses the quality and validity of the construct measures and is performed on the entire set of measurement items for all latent constructs simultaneously with each observed variable restricted to load on its a priori factor. Measurement item loadings on their respective constructs are shown in the factor loading column in Table 2 and are all in the range of 0.736–0.99, which are above the recommended threshold of 0.7 (Chin, 1998). To ensure individual item reliability and convergent validity, we examined the average variance extracted (AVE). The AVE values, shown in Table 3, for all latent constructs were greater than the minimum recommended value of 0.50, which indicates that the items satisfied the convergent validity requirements.

We examined the AVE, maximum shared squared variance (MSV), and average shared squared variance (ASV) in order to ensure the discriminant validity of the latent constructs in the research model (see Table 3). In our data, the MSV and ASV were both less than the AVE, which is evidence of discriminant validity because the construct items load more on their respective latent variables than on other constructs (Hair et al., 2010). To confirm the scale reliability and internal consistency of the latent constructs, we calculated composite reliability scores and found them to be greater than 0.7 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). Based upon the criteria set forth in Jarvis et al. (2003) and Petter et al. (2007), all of the construct measures met the requirements to be considered reflective indicators of their
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Fig. 3 – Alternative models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent variable</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>MSV</th>
<th>ASV</th>
<th>ATT</th>
<th>SEFF</th>
<th>CONT</th>
<th>PBC</th>
<th>BINT</th>
<th>SNORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude (ATT)</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (SEFF)</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.253</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived controllability (CONT)</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived behavioral control (PBC)</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral intent (BINT)</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>0.563</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.920</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective norms (SNORM)</td>
<td>0.878</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.569</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 – Structural model results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEM model fit results</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
<th>Model 7</th>
<th>Model 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>χ²/df</td>
<td>2.523</td>
<td>3.379</td>
<td>2.466</td>
<td>4.773</td>
<td>2.254</td>
<td>4.327</td>
<td>2.407</td>
<td>2.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>257.385</td>
<td>162.185</td>
<td>281.167</td>
<td>276.847</td>
<td>281.767</td>
<td>289.883</td>
<td>303.331</td>
<td>302.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative fit index (CFI)</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.961</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardized root mean residual (SRMR)</td>
<td>0.0594</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.0578</td>
<td>0.2262</td>
<td>0.0531</td>
<td>0.2109</td>
<td>0.0554</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squared multiple correlation (SMC)</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEM structural path results

H1: SEFF → PBC | .144*** | .142*** | .142*** | .142*** | .138*** |
H2: CONT → PBC | .092**  | .093**  | .092**  | .095**  | .088**  |
H3: PBC → BINT | .148**  | .134**  | .157**  | .166*** | .156**  |
H4: Status → PBC | .011(097) | .012* | .011(094) | .012* |
H5a: Status × CONT interaction effect | | | | .078*  | .081*  |
H5b: Status × SEFF interaction effect | | | | | |
SNORM → BINT (Control) Gender BINT | NS | NS | NS | NS | NS |
SNORM → BINT (Control) Computer knowledge BINT | NS | NS | NS | NS | NS |
SNORM → BINT (Control) Work function BINT | NS | NS | NS | NS | NS |
Alternate model: Status → SEFF | NS | NS | NS | NS | NS |
Alternate model: Status → BINT | NS | NS | NS | NS | NS |
Alternate model: SEFF → BINT | .151** | .188*** | .188*** | |

Model 1 validates the use of the deconstructed PBC construct. Model 2 tests the main effect of status into BINT while using the SEFF proxy for PBC. Model 3 tests the main effect of status into the deconstructed PBC construct. Model 4 tests whether SEFF as a proxy for PBC might mediate the effect of status into BINT (not PBC). Model 5 tests the STAT by CONT interaction effect using the deconstructed PBC construct. Model 6 tests the STAT by SEFF interaction effect using SEFF as a proxy for PBC. Model 7 tests the STAT by SEFF interaction effect using the decomposed PBC construct. Model 8 tests both the STAT by CONT and STAT by SEFF interaction effects in the same model using the deconstructed PBC construct.

Note: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. SEFF: Self-efficacy, PBC: Perceived Behavioral Control, CONT: Perceived Controllability, BINT: Behavioral Intent, ATT: Attitude, SNORM: Subjective Norms, NS: Not Significant.

Table 4 displays the model results for our hypothesized research models (graphically displayed in Fig. 2) and for the alternative models (graphically displayed in Fig. 3). To test our model, we incrementally added constructs to the model in order to evaluate incremental model fit and to compare models representing alternative possible explanations. For instance, a model that had significant path coefficients pertaining to our hypotheses but significantly worse model fit than a more parsimonious model would be weak evidence of our hypotheses. Therefore, we evaluated our proposed research model incrementally in Models 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8. Model 8 represents the full research model with both status interaction effects within the decomposed perceived behavioral control path. We then evaluated alternative models for comparison purposes incrementally in Models 2, 4, and 6. Table 4 provides additional details concerning each model that we report in this paper. None of the control variables were significant for any of the models tested.

The decomposition of perceived behavioral control into self-efficacy (represented by H1) and perceived controllability (represented by H2) are supported in Models 1, 3, 5, 7, and 8. Model 8 represents the full research model with both status interaction effects within the decomposed perceived behavioral control path. We then evaluated alternative models for comparison purposes incrementally in Models 2, 4, and 6. Table 4 provides additional details concerning each model that we report in this paper. None of the control variables were significant for any of the models tested.

In our paper, we report the comparative fit index (CFI) as the goodness-of-fit metric. The CFI measures model fit relative to a null model and non-centrality index. All reported CFI values are above the 0.90 (Marsh et al., 2004) or the 0.95 (Hu and Bentler, 1999) recommended thresholds. We further report the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), which compares the unexplained variance to what would be reasonably expected from a well-fitting model, as the badness-of-fit metric. In all of our theorized research models, the SRMRs are below the common threshold of 0.08, indicating good model fit (Hu and Bentler, 1999).
models, which supports H3. Rounding out the primary antecedents of behavioral intention to comply with tailgating ISPs in the TPB, subjective norms is a positive and statistically significant contributor (β between 0.637 and 0.694 in Models 1–8) to behavioral intent, but no models revealed a statistically significant effect of attitude on behavioral intention to comply with tailgating ISPs.

The main effect of status (H4) is supported in Models 5 (β = 0.012) and 8 (β = 0.012) at the 0.05 level, but is only significant at the 0.1 level in Models 3 (β = 0.011) and 7 (β = 0.11). This positive effect suggests that while controlling for self-efficacy and perceived controllability, higher-status employees have higher perceived behavior control over following tailgating ISPs. The effect of status is consistent regardless of reported levels of self-efficacy as evident by the not significant interaction effect of status and self-efficacy in Models 7 and 8, which means H5b is not supported. The effect of status, however, is qualified by an employee’s perceived controllability of coworkers. In Model 8, for instance, the structural path associated with the interaction effect of status and perceived controllability (H5a) is positive and significant (β = 0.081, p < 0.05).

To further interpret the results of the H5a moderation, we plotted the predicted perceived behavioral control for employees of different ranks and different levels of perceived controllability of coworkers (see Fig. 4). As shown in Fig. 4, for employees who report average and above average levels of perceived controllability of coworkers, higher-status employees are expected to have greater levels of perceived behavioral control over the tailgating ISPs. For employees who report below average levels of perceived controllability of coworkers, the effect is reversed (negative slope). In this case, high-status employees are expected to have lower levels of perceived behavioral control relative to low-status employees. Finally, the difference between expected perceived behavioral control over tailgating ISPs is significantly greater for high-status employees relative to low-status employees.

Interestingly, the full alternative model (Model 6) shows no statistically significant impact of status (either a main effect or an interaction effect) when evaluating the TPB with self-efficacy as a proxy for perceived behavioral control. This is in contrast to the reported results in Models 5 and 8 with the decomposed perceived behavioral control hierarchal construct. Therefore, using self-efficacy as a proxy for perceived behavioral control masks the importance of status in the TPB in this study’s context (i.e., tailgating ISPs in a hierarchical organization with a well-defined ISP). Additionally, both the hypothesized and alternate models fail to show any significant direct or moderating effect (H5b) between status and self-efficacy. Post-facto ANOVA of reported self-efficacy scores comparing the different status groups validated that there were no significant differences between the groups, which means that higher status employees do not have statistically greater self-efficacy toward tailgating ISPs than lower status employees. This is further evidence that status and self-efficacy are distinct constructs. This post-facto analysis further supports the idea that status’s effect on perceived behavioral control is limited to a direct antecedent effect and as a moderator for perceived controllability, but has no significant effect (direct or indirect) on self-efficacy in either the proposed or alternative models.

An implication of our research model is that the decomposed perceived behavioral control construct should have more explanatory power relative to simpler proxies (i.e., self-efficacy alone) in hierarchical organizations with well-defined ISPs in terms of interactive threats and controls such as tailgating. Therefore, in addition to demonstrating statistically significant path coefficients, we examined the model fit statistics associated with our full model (Model 8) and several alternative models (Models 2, 4, and 6). Our full proposed research model (Model 8) is a better fit relative to the full alternative model (Model 6). Model 6 shows weak fit with χ² = 289.883 and 67 df, a lower CFI (0.928), and an unsatisfactory SRMR that is well above the acceptable limit (0.211).
Additionally, Model 6’s squared multiple correlation (SMC) (CBSEM functional equivalent of $R^2$) of 0.611 shows the alternative model accounts for 61.1% of behavioral intent’s variance. In contrast, the full proposed research model (Model 8) shows a markedly better overall model fit ($\chi^2 = 302.993$, 137 df) with a satisfactory CFI (0.959) and SRMR (0.0515). Additionally, the proposed model accounts for 72.5% (SMC = 0.725) of behavioral intent’s variance, which is a sizable 11.4% increase over the alternative model. In these data, using self-efficacy as a proxy may not capture an employee’s perceived ability to control the actions of coworkers (i.e., speaking up to prevent a fellow employee from tailgating) and doing so may mask the importance of status in the perceived behavioral control path.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Our study investigated the main and moderating effect of an employee’s status (formal rank) within hierarchical organizations with respected levels of command and control on an individual’s perceived behavioral control related to socially interactive security threats and controls (specifically tailgating). In general (on average), we found that high-status employees have greater perceived behavioral control over tailgating ISPs, because they are in a position of authority within organizations (Piazza and Castellucci, 2014; Sauder et al., 2012). In this manner, the position that the employee holds within these types of hierarchical organizations (relative to other employees) has an independent effect on perceived behavioral control over ISP-directed behaviors in conjunction with general controllability of coworkers and self-efficacy.

The significant interaction effect of perceived controllability and status (as shown in Fig. 4) offers at least two theoretically novel insights. First, low-status employees may be deceiving themselves (i.e., overestimating how much control they really have over their colleagues) relative to the structural constraints associated with their low-status position in these types of organizations. Essentially, the employee’s low-status appears to minimize the impact of perceived controllability for those employees who report average to above average levels of perceived controllability of coworkers. Second, it is possible that high-status employees have more experience dealing with the managerial aspects of information security violations, which amplifies the impact of perceived controllability for those employees who report average or above average perceived controllability. However, for those high-status employees who already believe that they have less control over their coworkers (below average levels of perceived controllability), status may have a negative impact because high-status employees may be less optimistic (relative to their more optimistic low-status colleagues) about being able to positively influence coworker ISP compliance, leading to less perceived behavioral control.

The interaction effect of self-efficacy and status was not significant in any of our models. This means that the impact of self-efficacy on perceived behavior control over the tailgating ISPs was not statistically different for high-, middle-, or low-status employees. This may be the case because tailgating is a threat condition that requires interaction with coworkers (peers, subordinates, and/or superiors). Therefore, status logically have more of a differential effect on perceived controllability relative to self-efficacy, which is more of an individual construct and less subject to the external constraints associated with an employee’s status in the hierarchy in these types of organizations. Nevertheless, future research may investigate the status by self-efficacy interaction effect in other organizational settings and/or with other threat conditions in order to empirically test if self-efficacy has a differential effect for high-, middle-, or low-status employees as we predicted.

Knowing that status differences between employees within these types of hierarchical organizations have a differential effect on perceived behavioral control related to socially interactive threats and controls (specifically tailgating), what can an organization practically do to combat this effect? Information security managers must first determine whether this type of status dynamic is applicable inside of their organizations through observation or by conducting an internal or an external penetration test. As we previously stated, organizations come in many different forms with varying structures, cultures, and norms (Goffee and Scase, 2015; Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005; Schein, 2010) and this status effect may not be readily evident in a particular organizational setting.

If an organization determines that status is adversely impacting compliance intentions related to socially interactive threats and controls, we identify several possible ways to mitigate this effect following the guidance of Luo et al. (2012). Luo et al. (2012) recommend a structured approach to dealing with socially-derived security threats, such as tailgating, which includes updating ISPs and specific procedures related to the security threat of interest, and then propagating these changes through updated security education and training awareness (SETA) programs and materials. First, organizations should conduct separate trainings for high-status members of the organizations. These trainings should explicitly discuss the potential negative impact that their high-status has on their lower status co-workers. In our conversations with high-status DoD personnel, many of them did not recognize that their high-status might adversely impact the behaviors of subordinates or low-status employees. Therefore, having an awareness training specifically targeted for the high-status members of the organization is a good first step toward mitigating the structural effects of status.

Second, after conducting separate trainings for the high-status staff members, we recommend having integrated training sessions with employees across all status levels in order to simulate this status dynamic associated with socially interactive threats and controls such as tailgating. Third, security procedures associated with the ISP should specifically identify techniques for employees of all status levels to use when enforcing anti-tailgating and other socially interactive ISP requirements. One possible technique is having a standardized response or set of socially accepted responses that all employees are encouraged to use for speaking out against potential tailgaters and for addressing employees who are pointing out an information security violation against them. Having these standardized responses may, we speculate, help reduce the adverse social effect of status differences.

Fourth, organizations should consider using security vignettes specifically tailored to the environmental conditions and status distinctions in their organizations to identify
acceptable and unacceptable social responses to socially interactive threats and controls. The use of scenarios and vignettes has been successful in security training and research to address generic security situations and expected behaviors (D’Arcy et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2011; Johnston et al., 2015). We recommended that organizations specifically explore the use of the proposed social engineering attack templates of Mouton et al. (2016) to develop SETA materials directly related to the tailgating threat and the dynamic of relative social status. The templates of Mouton et al. (2016) allow the creation of tailored attack scenarios populated in the context of the specific organization, in this case using access control areas and actual rank/status differences that actually exist in the organization. These scenarios “can then be discussed with the individuals from the organization in a way that enhances the individual’s security awareness to be more vigilant” (Mouton et al., 2016, p. 40) against the tailgating threat. Within these training programs, using the standardized responses (from related procedures), simulate and practice social interactions with employees from varying status levels.

Fifth, we recommend considering implementing an anonymous reporting website on the organization’s intranet where employees can report on details related to these types of violations (time, location, offender name or description, etc.) without fear of reprisal. The anonymity of the response and using a technical platform removed from the actual event may help lower-status employees feel more comfortable speaking up, with less fear of retribution or retaliation (Gao et al., 2015). Finally, we also suggest posting videos of success stories where a low-status employee successfully prevented a tailgater and integrate those success stories into training sessions. These success stories might help alleviate the perceived behavioral control differences between status groups.

Our study focused on the effect of status on perceived behavioral control (not on subjective norms or attitudes) within the TPB. We made the case that higher status employees (on average) have higher perceived behavioral control over socially interactive threats and controls in these types of organizations relative to their low-status colleagues, because high-status positions are awarded benefits and behavioral liberties not typically available to those actors in low-status positions (DiPrete and Eirich, 2006; Gould, 2002). However, it is also possible that high-status employees develop negative attitudes toward ISP directed behaviors due to their belief that they are above the rules (Appelbaum et al., 2007). For instance, a marketing executive may be giving a tour of the facility to a group of potential clients and she may feel that her tour is more important than any tailgating or physical access control policy, which would decrease her attitude toward compliance. An interesting future study would be to decompose the attitude construct within the TPB using general deterrence theory or rational choice theory in order to investigate the attitudinal differences between high and low status employees within hierarchical organizations with respected command and control structures.

It is important to discuss the potential generalizability of our findings given the DoD context. The primary purpose of our paper is to generalize to theory (Lee and Baskerville, 2003) and our sample provided sufficient variance across all of our variables to test our proposed theoretical relationships within hierarchical organizations containing respected command and control structures. In this manner, the fact that the DoD is an organization that has a wide variety of work functions and a well-defined hierarchy containing both civilian and military employees is a strength of our empirical context. Naturally, however, no descriptive statement (whether quantitative or qualitative) is generalizable beyond the domain that the researcher has actually observed (Lee and Baskerville, 2003), which in our case was the overtly hierarchical DoD. Although we cannot generalize our statistical findings beyond the scope of our DoD sampling frame, we also recognize that there are organizational hierarchies with similar command and control structures in many different industries and organizations. Therefore, we conducted post-hoc informal discussions with employees working in different industries (three bankers/financial services, four hospital workers, six academics, and two attorneys of varying ranks within their organizations) to qualitatively assess the potential impact of status in other industry contexts. We loosely organized these informal discussions around the questions that were on our survey instrument, but did not limit our conversations to just tailgating threats and controls.

Interestingly, our informal discussions revealed that employees in these other industries and organizations identified the importance of knowing one’s place in their organizational hierarchies and behaving accordingly as it related to a wide variety of behaviors, including ISP directed behaviors. For example, none of the assistant professors that we spoke to indicated that they would speak out against a full professor or a high-status administrator for any type of information security violation, but only one of the assistant professors knew the specific details of their institution’s ISPs and where to locate the actual document on their intranet. This was echoed fairly strongly by the bankers and hospital workers, but less so by the two attorneys we spoke to. We also heard consistently in these informal discussions that lower status employees felt like it was the job of higher status employees to control the ISP behaviors of coworkers. For example, the low-status bankers and attorneys that we spoke to indicated that issues related to controlling coworkers “were above their pay grade,” but the middle-to-high-status hospital employees indicated that their higher rank required them to focus their efforts on other “more important” issues not related to controlling ISP directed behaviors of other employees (i.e., not my problem). These informal discussions are by no means representative, but they do suggest that status is important in other industry and organizational settings. Therefore, a fruitful area of future research is to investigate empirically the role that status has in other industry contexts, using our theoretical model as a starting point.

Additionally, dissimilar cultures accept status inequalities differently (Triandis, 2000), which means that future research may investigate the potential moderating or mediating role that national culture has on our proposed relationships. For instance, Hofstede’s power distance dimension of national culture captures the extent to which a culture accepts status inequalities or, said differently, how much respect a culture has for power and authority (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005). High power distance cultures such as Russia, India, and China have a high degree of respect for authority and accept status differences as a cultural norm, whereas low power distance cultures such
as Australia, Israel, and Canada have a lower degree of respect for authority and do not accept status differences as a cultural norm (Hofstede and Hofstede, 2005; Triandis, 2000). This suggests the strength of our reported status effects might be stronger or weaker across different national cultures, because the U.S. has a power distance score near the middle (40). An interesting future study might be to conduct a cross-cultural empirical examination of our research model.

It is difficult to manipulate and measure the assorted complexities of specific tailgating encounters using a survey instrument. In our study, we compared and measured general differences across a broad spectrum of tailgating behavioral intentions between employees of different status groups. Our unit of analysis is the average perceived behavioral control per employee based on status differences and not per each potential tailgating incident. For instance, if an employee of any rank attempted to tailgate, would a high-status employee have greater behavioral control of stopping it relative to a middle- or low-status employee (given equal conditions)? An interesting future extension to our work would be to conduct a natural or controlled experiment investigating specific tailgating incidents. This type of study would allow us to investigate the differential effect associated with different sources and different targets using employees at different status levels. For instance, it would be reasonable to surmise that employees at the same low-status level might have similar outcomes as two employees at the same high-status level interacting in a tailgating context. Moreover, status might not even be a factor when two employees of the same status level (irrespective of whether those employees are high-, middle-, or low-status) are interacting in an ISP context, but future controlled experimental research is needed to validate or invalidate this conjecture.

From a methodological standpoint, numerous researchers have pointed out that the use of self-reported survey data is less preferable than evaluating the outcome of actual security behaviors (Anderson and Agarwal, 2010; Crossler et al., 2013; Warkentin et al., 2012). Aptly stated by Crossler et al. (2013), measuring and evaluating self-reported behavioral intentions instead of actual behaviors “is especially troubling because intentions do not always lead to behaviors” (p. 95). These same, multiple reflections on the centrality of awareness in the formation of user behavioral intentions have pointed out that the use of self-reported survey data is less preferable than evaluating the outcome of actual security behaviors. Our study is an empirical examination of our research model.
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